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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
GREENLEAF WHITTIER PICKARD, OF AMESBURY, MASSACHUSETTS, As 
SIGNOR TO CHARLES HENRY HUFF, OF BROCKTON, MASSACHUSETTS. 

APPARATUS FOR ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATION. 

No.796,011. Specification of Letter's Ealient. Patented Aug. 1, 1905. 
Application filed August 2, 1904, Serial No. 219,242, 

To all, Luhon, it nway conce77. . 
Be it known that I, GREENLEAF WHITTIER 

PICKARD, a citizen of the United States, re 
siding at Amesbury, in the county of Essex 
and State of Massachusetts, have invented 
new and useful Improvements in Apparatus 
for Electrostatic Separation, of which the 
following is a specification. ', 
My invention relates to the art of electro 

static separation or concentration, as of me 
tallic ores, from the comparatively valueless 
earths or rocks wherewith they are mingled; 
and it consists of the combination with elec 
trodes and associated apparatus adapted to 
electrostatic separation of mixed materials 
of electrical apparatus whereof the effect, as 
I have discovered, greatly enhances the sepa 
rative efficiency of the electrodes. 

Otherwise viewed, my invention has for its object the regulation, both as to potential 
and duration of charge, of the electric en 
ergy applied to and at or between a pair of 
electrodes, so that the charge of the elec 
trode may be adapted to varying require 
ments, such as are met with, for instance, in 
the great diversity of materials and condi 
tions of electrostatic separation. 
A typical example of electrostatic sepa 

ration apparatus is described in United 
States Letters Patent to C. E. Dolbear, No. 
685,508. The elementary components of 
such an apparatus are, first, electrodes for de 
veloping and properly concentrating a static 
field; second, means for supplying to one or 
both of said electrodes the mass of commi 
nuted mixed material destined to be sepa 
rated, and, third, means for separately col 
lecting the separated components of the ma 
terial after they have been subjected to the 
differentiating influence of the electrode 
field. As these component parts of an elec 
trostatic separator are fully and sufficiently 
described in the said Dolbear patent, I will 
content myself, for the purposes of the fol 
lowing description of my invention, to refer 
ence to the said patent without showing and 
describing at large herein such an apparatus. 
For the sake of simplicity Ishow in the draw 
ings hereto annexed only a conventional rep 
resentation of a pair of electrodes and wish 
this representation to be understood to imply 
all the essential elements of an electrostatic 
separator typified by the aforesaid Dolbear 
apparatus. 

It has been discovered by Philip Henry 
Wynne that electrostatic separation or con 
centration (the terms may be used inter 
changeably) is more effectively carried on by 
employing a potential at the electrodes or 
in-the working electrostatic field, which va 
ries rapidly and emphatically, as contrasted 
With a steady potential, or One which is main 
tained as uniform as is practicable under 
Working conditions. For some purposes and 
for some classes of material excellently eco 
nomical separation can be obtained by em 
ploying as the immediate source of electrical 
energy a EYES, dynamo with a suitable transformer to bring 
the maximum potential of the static field up 
to an effective pressure; but the progress 
ive rise and fall of potential which character 
izes such a cycle is by no means suited to the 
great majority of conditions if maximum ef 
ficiency of separation is to be secured. Dur 
ing the potential phases or such portions of 
them as actually accomplish the separation 
of particles at the electrodes there is a pro 
traction of the static charge, which brings 
about or is liable to bring about undesirable 
effects whereof the exact nature is not wholly 
clear, but whereof the consequences, prac 
tically considered, are felt in imperfect or in 
adequate separation of differentiated parti 
cles of matter. Whatever may be the in 
mediate causes of this imperfect perform 
ance, it is at least certain that they proceed 
from protraction of the electrostatic charge, 
which has time to communicate itself to par 
ticles in the mass under treatment which it 
is not desired at the particular stage in ques 
tion to have responsively subjected to the 
electrostatic influence. 

In the drawings hereto annexed, Figure 1 
represents diagrammatically a normal char 
acteristic phase curve of potential variation. 
Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically an apparatus 
for regulating the time duration of charge at 
the electrodes of a separator. Fig. 3 shows 
diagrammatically the curve of potential va 
riation produced at the electrodes by the ap 
p's of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 represents another 
orm of apparatus for regulating the time 
element of charge at separator electrodes 
Fig. 5 represents diagrammatically the gen 
eral character of potential curve at the elec 
trodes produced by the apparatus shown in 
Fig. 4. Fig. 6 shows diagrammatically a 
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preferred modification of the apparatus 
shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 7 illustrates the curve 
of potential variation at the electrodes pro 
duced when the apparatus of Fig. 6 is used. 
Fig. 8 shows another curve of potential va 
riation of the electrodes, which can be ob 
tained by a different adjustment of the appa 
ratus of Fig. 6. Fig. 9 shows the curve of 
potential variation at the electrodes produced 
by the employment of the apparatus of Fig. 
6. Figs. 10 and 11 show still further modifi 
cations of the apparatus containing a com 
mutator to determine the sign of potential 
effectuated at the electrodes. Fig. 12 shows 
an alternative construction employing a rec 
tifier. Figs. 13 and 14 show the curves of po 
tential variation at the electrodes produced 
when the apparatus of Figs 10, 11, and 12 
are employed. Fig. 15 illustrates an arrange 
ment of electrical separator-electrodes and 
immediately associated apparatus, such as 
may be employed satisfactorily with the 
electrical devices shown and described in 
this specification. 
The conditions referred to will more clearly 

be understood by reference to Fig. 1 of the 
drawings hereto annexed, wherein OO repre 
sent the zero-line of potential and the curve 
the line representing tE phase cycle of poten 
tial at the electrodes. At some point-say P 
whether on the positive or negative side of 
the Zero-line, the electrode-potential reaches 
an intensity sufficient to separate a selected 
portion of the material under treatment. 
During that portion of the phase represented 
by PPP the electrodes thus possess a sepa 
rating charge, and it is obvious that under 
given conditions of material maximum po 
tential P and minimum separating-potential 
P the separating charge will last in time dur 
ing half, or even more than half, of the com 
plete cycle, and while, as I have stated, for 
some materials and under some conditions 
this characteristic potential phase may work 
tolerably or even properly there are many 
instances which render this condition unde 
sirable for practical purposes. 
Whatever changes may be iye upon 

the potential phase at the electrodes, it is es 
sential, of course, that at least a working 
minimum pressure be always available; and 
the object which I attain by my invention 
and improvements is to regulate and reduce 
the time element in the potential phase as it is 
effectuated at the electrodes, while retaining 
all the values of high potential for separating 
purposes. 
Speaking with reference to the curve 

which graphically represents the phase cycle 
produced by a high-frequency alternating 
current dynamo, my invention has the result 
of cutting out from the separator-electrodes 
more or less of the potential-ordinates at will, 
leaving only such portion of the crest of the 
cycle wave as may be found desirable for any 

stated conditions of material, &c. 
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With ref 
erence to the working electrodes or field use 
ful for electrostatic separation of solid mate 
rial my invention is characterized by means 
for producing a suddenly-applied and sud 
denly-released potential at the electrodes. 
In Fig. 2 is exhibited diagrammatically an 
apparatus for accomplishing this result. D 
represents a dynamo of the high-frequency 
alternating - current class. T is a trans 
former-the primary in the dynamo-circuit, 
the secondary in the electrode-circuit. EE' 
represent two electrodes conventionally rep 
resented, separated from each other by a 
suitable air-space. These electrodes may 
be considered, for illustrative purposes, to 
be such as are suitable for electrostatic 
separation, though the details of apparatus 
usually associated therewith need not be 
shown. One electrode, as E, is wired or 
otherwise made one electrically with the sec 
ondary of transformer T. The other elec 
trode, as E, is normally sundered from the 
transformer - coil by the interposition of a 
spark-gap S. Another spark S has its ter 
minals connected with E and E, respectively, 
and is in shunt with the electrode. As 
sume the spark-gaps S and S' to be adjusted 
so that their breaking-potentials are P and P', 
respectively, P being greater than P. As 
the transformer pressure curve rises and ap 
proaches potential P the electrodes E E' are 
unaffected thereby, the circuit being open at . 
S; but when potential P is reached the spark 
gap S breaks and closes the electrode-circuit, creating a potential difference equal to Pat 
the opposed electrode-surfaces. Still in the 
progress of the phase produced in the trans 
former the potential rises until it reaches P, 
where spark-gap S' breaks and cuts out the 
electrodes, whose potential drops back al 
most instantaneously to zero. This per 
formance is illustrated by Fig. 3, wherein a 
phase curve is represented by OPPO. If 
the electrodes E E were connected electric 
ally at all times with the transformer, this po 
tential phase would correspond with this full 
curve; but, as we have seen, until the phase 
curve reached potential P the electrodes 
were isolated, and that when potential P was 
reached the electrode connections were sud 
denly closed and the charge applied; and, fur 
ther, that when potential P was reached the 
electrodes were again cut out and potential 
suddenly withdrawn. The shaded portion 
of the curve in Fig. 3 illustrates the condi 
tion at the electrodes. It now becomes ob 
vious that when it is desired to shorten the 
period of potential application to the elec 
trodes this may be accomplished by adjust 
ing the spark-gaps S and S', Fig. 2, so that 
they have very nearly the same breaking-po 
tentials, or even so that the spark-gap S shall 
have a higher breaking-potential than S. 
While with delicate handling an appara 
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tus constructed as shown in Fig. 2 will yield 
good results and enables the operator to con 
trol the time period of electrode charge, 
nevertheless as spark-gaps are unreliable con 
trivances in the matter of nice adjustment I 
prefer to accomplish my desired result with a 
different arrangement. (Shown in one form, 
though not, I believe, its best form, in Fig. 4.) 
As before, Fig. 2, we have the transformer 

T, and electrodes EE, normally isolated by a 
spark-gap S. Here, however, insert a non 
inductive resistance say a carbon rod--at R, 
in shunt with the electrodes E. E. Assum 
ing a minimum applied potential P, the 
spark-gap S is adjusted so as to have a corre 
sponding breaking-potential. The inaccu 
racy of spark-gap adjustment does not enter 
as an appreciable factor, because having de 
termined upon a minimum applied potential 
for the electrodes-say sixty thousand volts 
an error of a few hundred volts in the spark 
gap adjustment will make practically no dif 
ference to the separating efficiency of the 
electrodes. When the transformer phase 
rises to potential P, the spark-gap closes and 
the electrodes EE are charged; but straight 
way the resistance R cuts out the electrodes 
more or less rapidly, according to its adjust 
ed resistance, and the electrodes are left inert 
until the rise of potential in the next phase, 
or rather half phase. 
With an arrangement such as shown in 

Fig. 4 the release of potential at the elec 
trodes is not so sudden as its application. 
The capacity of the transformer-coil here has 
its effect and the potential is let down. 
through the resistance R through a curve, 
which while far more abrupt, especially in its 
initial phase, than the normal transformer 
phase curve, is nevertheless relatively gradual 
as compared with the rise of potential at the 
electrodes. 
The general character of the potential 

curve at the electrodes is illustrated in Fig. 
5, wherein OPO is the normal transformer 
phase curve and the included shaded portion 
the electrode-potential curve. In order to 
eliminate even this delayed restoration of 
electrode-potential to zero, I employ the foll 
lowing arrangement, which I believe is typi 
cal of the best form in which my invention 
may be embodied. In Fig. 6 there is shown 
diagrammatically this typical form of appa 
ratus. The transformer T is, as before, the 
source of electrical energy; E E represent the 
electrodes; S, the spark-gap, and R the non 
inductive resistance, substantially as shownin 
Fig. 4; but between the transformer-coil and 
the electrode-circuits I interpose a condenser 
C, connected across in parallel with the re 
sistance R and electrodes E. E. With this 
arrangement the condenser C becomes to all 
practical intents the source of potential for 
the electrodes, and the transformer T is cut 

of all immediate influence over the electrodes. 
A resistance R is interposed between the 
transformer and the condenser C to damp 
and prevent the occurrence of oscillating dis 
turbances in the circuit-inclosing trans 
former T and condenser C. As the potential 
phase created by the transformer rises to po 
tential P, at which the spark-gap S is set to 
break, the condenser is charged, the elec 
trodes remaining unaffected. When potential 
P is reached, the spark-gap S breaks, the 
electrodes E E are excited, and the function 
of the resistance R follows in the series of oc 
currences, cutting out the electrodes; but 
the condenser C is, unlike the transformer 
coil, Susceptible of almost instantaneous 
discharge, and the potential at the electrodes 
drops to Zero without any appreciable deten 
tion. 

Referring to Fig. 7, the contrast between 
the phase curve O PO at the transformer 
and the sharp rise andfall from zero to P and 
back again at the electrode is graphically 
represented. 

I believe it to be preferable to restrict the 
application of potential at the electrodes to a 
single momentary excitation, as illustrated 
in the foregoing figures of the drawings. If, 
however, a situation should develop which 
required a more rapid succession of isolated 
excitations than the recurrent phase cycle of 
the source of potential can administer, the 
apparatus—such as, for instance, that shown 
in Fig. 6-can be adjusted to deliver this re 
Sult. ASSuming that the source of potential 
is characterized by a definite phase, if the 
Spark-gap be adjusted to break at a potential 
considerably below the maximum of the 
phase the electrode will be excited, and thus 
discharged, as before described, while the po-. 
tential phase is still increasing. Then as the 
phase curve is still rising above the breaking 
potential the spark-gap will close the elec 
trode-circuit a second time and afterward 
even a third time, if the apparatus be prop 
erly adjusted. By this means the electrode 
excitations will be made to occur in closely 
successive impulses grouped according to the 
adjustment of spark-gap, resistance to re 
charge, and discharging resistance. 

In Fig. 8 there is illustrated graphically 
such a condition as just described. The spark 
gap being adjusted to break at potential P, 
the electrode impulses begin while the po 
tential phase is on the increase and recur at 
P. P. P. P. This condition is one which 
probably will not be found desirable for most 
cases of electrostatic separation; but it may 
be secured if required for special purposes. 

I have shown for purposes of illustration a 
source of potential having a rapidly-alternat 
ing phase, such as proceeds from a high-fre 
quency alternating-current dynamo. With 
such a source of potential the apparatus de 
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scribed will excite the electrodes, alternating 
positively and negatively, according to a 
phase curve somewhat as shown in Fig. 9. 

Practically I believe that the arrangement 
above described in connection with a high 
frequency alternating-current dynamo is the 
best available apparatus for the general pur 
poses indicated. My invention may, how 
ators. An influence-machine or a storage 
battery may be employed and the potential 
derived immediately therefrom be main 
tained as nearly constant or uniform in phase, 
if the expression may be used, as possible. 
The spark-gap control over the electrode will 
thus assert itself, and the recurrent excita 
tions succeed each other as rapidly as the 
potential can be restored by the machine or battery. 

If it be desired to have the electrode ex 
citations characterized by potential all of one 
sign, various devices may be employed to se 
cure this result. A commutator in synchro 
nous relation with the dynamo may be in 
serted either in the primary or secondary cir 
cuit of the transformer, or a rectifier may be 
introduced between the transformer and the 
condenser of Fig. 6. 

In Figs. 10 and 11 the commutator F 
is shown conventionally in the primary of 

ary in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 a rectifier G is 
shown as introduced in the circuit of the sec 
ondary of transformer T, its office being to 
direction while offering easy passage to 
those in the other. The phases of potential 
at the condenser C produced by the arrange 
ments of either Fig. 10 or Fig.11 and their 
modification at the electrodes E E are illus 
trated by Fig. 13. All the excitations at the 
electrodes are thus made of one sign, + or -, 
as desired. The conditions peculiar to the 
arrangement of Fig. 12, wherein the rectifier 
is employed, may be represented as in Fig. 14. 

It has been discovered that certain prob 
lems in electrostatic separation are better 
solved by potential excitations all of one 
sign, sometimes positive and sometimes neg 
ative, so that the employment of commuta 
tors or rectifiers has its practical value. 
The electrodes which form the active in 

struments of the separator are shown con 
ventionally in the Figs. 1 to 14, inclusive. 
While myelectrical devices may be combined 
with various forms and arrangements of elec 
trodes, I prefer a form such as shown in Fig. 
15 in cross-section, wherein H is a hopper, 
Hits slot, wherethrough comminuted mate 
rial descends to the electrode E. E is a cyl 
inder having a metallic surface, and E' a cop 
per wire inclosed in a glass tube. G is a par 
tition, preferably of dielectric material, which 
serves to divide the separated portions of the 
material acted on by the electrode-field. The 

two electrodes are electrically connected, as 
shown in the other figures of the drawings. 

It should be borne in mind that the phase 
diagrams used for illustration do not pretend 
to represent with perfect ?idelity any actually 
produced wave form, but that they are em 
ployed to show a simple form of wave, which 
will be approached niore or less nearly in ac 
tual practice. Whatever be the precise form 
of phase curve, my invention will be found 
applicable to the situation. 

In the practice of electrostatic separation 
my invention places at the service of the op 
erator electrode impulses or excitations which 
are reduced to infinitesimal time intervals. 
If, for instance, the potential be derived from 
an alternating-current dynamo having a fre 
quency of fifty per second, the electrode ex 
citations can be reduced by my invention to 
two or three millionths of a second, so that 
the electrodes are unexcited and inert dur 
ing all of the time except this minute frac 
tion. All the disturbances which result from 
prolongation of electrode excitation and 
which require time to develop are eliminated, 
and very nearly perfect separation of mate 
rials results. 

I claim 
1. The combination with the elementary 

components of an electrostatic separator, of 
a source of potential having a normal charac 
teristic phase curve, and means to exclude 
from the electrodes of the separator all of the 
potential created by the source except a se 
lected portion thereof represented by an area 
which is only an included fraction of the nor 
mal phase-curve area, 

2. The combination with the elementary 
components of an electrostatic separator of a 
source of potential having a normal charac 
teristic phase curve, and means to exclude 
from the electrodes of the separator all of the 
potential created by the source except a se 
lected portion thereof represented by an area 
included between intermediate ordinates of 
the phase curve. P 

3. The combination with the elementary 
components of an electrostatic separator of a 
source of potential having a normal charac 
teristic phase curve, means to exclude from 
the electrodes of the separator the potential 
at the initial and final stages of the phase cy 
cle, and means to expose the said electrodes 
to a portion of the potential duration repre 
sented by a part of the phase-curve area in 
cluded between two of its intermediate ordi 
nates. 

4. The combination with the elementary 
components of an electrostatic separator of a 
source of potential, a spark-gap normally in 
sulating the separator-electrodes from the 
source, the spark-gap to connect the said 
electrodes momentarily with the source of potential. 

5. In an apparatu, or exciting static elec 
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trodes, a source of potential, electrodes nor 
mally insulated from the source by a spark 
gap, the spark-gap, to connect the electrodes 
momentarily with the source of potential and 
a shunt, to deplete the electrode-potential af 
ter its establishment by the spark-gap. 

6. In an apparatus for exciting static elec 
trodes, a source of potential, electrodes nor 
mally insulated from the source by a spark 
gap, the Spark-gap, to connect the electrodes 
momentarily with the source, and a non-in 
ductive resistance shunting the electrodes to 
deplete the electrode-potential after its es 
tablishment by the spark-gap. a 

7. In an apparatus for exciting static elec 
trodes, a source of potential, consisting of a 
condenser, electrodes normally insulated 
from the condenser by a spark-gap, the spark 
gap, to connect the electrodes momentarily 
with the condenser, and a resistance, to dis 
charge the electrodes and condenser after the 
establishment of said connections. 

8. In an apparatus for exciting static elec 

trodes, a source of alternating potential, elec 
trodes normally insulated from the source by 
a spark-gap, the Spark-gap to connect the 
electrodes momentarily with the condenser, 
a shunt to deplete the electrode-potential af 
ter its establishment by the spark-gap, and 
means for rectifying one of the alternate 
phases of potential. 

9. The combination with the elementary 
components of an electrostatic separator, of 
a source of potential, a spark-gap normally 
insulating the separator-electrodes from the 
source, to connect the said electrodes mo 
mentarily with the source of potential, and 
means for deenergizing the electrodes after 
the circuit-closure by the spark-gap. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

GREENLEAF WHITTIER PICKARD, 
Witnesses: 

A. H. FRUMFURT, 
A. STETSON. 

  


